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1. Introduction 1 

On March 1, 2017, the Northwest Territories Power Corporation (the “Corporation” or “NTPC”) 2 
filed with the Northwest Territories Public Utilities Board (the “Board” or “PUB”) its 2016/19 3 
Phase II General Rate Application (the “Phase II Application”) setting out its proposed rates for 4 
the 2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19 test years. 5 

In accordance with the process schedule set by the Board, on April 7, 2017, the Corporation 6 
received information requests (“IRs”) from interested parties including the Board, the City of 7 
Yellowknife and the Town of Hay River (collectively “YK/HR”), the Towns of Fort Simpson, 8 
Inuvik and Norman Wells (collectively the “Thermal Generation Communities” or “TGC”), 9 
Northland Utilities (Yellowknife) Limited and Northland Utilities (NWT) Limited (collectively 10 
“NUL”) and the Northern Territories Federation of Labour (“NTFL”).  The Corporation 11 
provided responses to the information requests on May 5, 2017. On May 26, 2017, YK/HR filed 12 
evidence prepared by Mr. Russ Bell.  Both the Board and TGC submitted Information Requests 13 
to YK/HR in relation to the evidence.  YK/HR responded to the information requests on May 26, 14 
2017.     15 

The Corporation filed rebuttal evidence on June 30, 2017, responding to, among other things, the 16 
YK/HR Phase II evidence.   17 

NTPC presented oral evidence at the hearing convened on July 12 and 13, 2017 in Yellowknife.  18 
The Corporation’s panel of witnesses at the hearing included Ms. Belinda Whitford, Mr. Cory 19 
Strang, Mr. Mike Ocko, Mr. Hayitbay Mahmudov and Mr. Andrew McLaren. The Corporation 20 
also cross-examined the YK/HR panel.      21 

YK/HR participated in all aspects of the Phase II Application including submitting information 22 
requests, filing written evidence and responding to information requests from the Board and 23 
TGC. YK/HR also cross-examined the NTPC panel and presented Mr. Russ Bell at the hearing 24 
to speak to and be cross-examined on his written evidence.   25 

TGC also participated in the Phase II proceeding, including submitting information requests to 26 
the Corporation and to YK/HR and cross-examining the NTPC panel.  27 

NUL submitted information requests to the Corporation and cross-examined the NTPC panel.      28 

NTFL submitted information requests to the Corporation and responded to information requests 29 
from both the Board and the Corporation.  NTFL did not attend the Phase II oral hearing.   30 

The Corporation files this Written Argument in support of its Application.  The Corporation does 31 
not intend to repeat the Phase II Application here.  Rather it will address those items and key 32 
issues raised by the interveners and/or the Board through the IR process, in evidence and in the 33 
oral proceeding.      34 

Where the Corporation does not comment or address an item, it relies upon the evidence filed in 35 
support of the Phase II Application, including the Application, the oral evidence and 36 
undertakings, as well as information request responses. 37 
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(a) Requested Relief 1 

The Corporation respectfully requests the Board issue the following Order or Orders: 2 

1. Approving the Corporation’s proposed 2017/18 rates for retail, wholesale and 3 
industrial customers set out in schedule 3.1.1, which rates were approved on an 4 
interim basis in Board Decision 4-2017, as final effective April 1, 2017; 5 

2. Approving the Corporation’s proposed 2018/19 rates for retail, wholesale and 6 
industrial customers set out in schedule 3.1.2 of NTPC’s Phase II Application, for 7 
implementation effective April 1, 2018; 8 

3. Approving as final the interim rates approved  in Board Decision 12-2016 for the 9 
2016/17 Test Year, which rates took effect August 1, 2016;  10 

4. Approving the revised Terms and Conditions (as set out in Exhibit 74 of the Phase 11 
I Application);1 and  12 

5. Approving a 274W, LED streetlight rate as per the Board request on April 4, 13 
2016.  14 

2. Background 15 

(a) The Board’s Powers under the Public Utilities Act 16 

The Public Utilities Act2 (“PU Act”) requires the Corporation to have its rates for electric service 17 
approved by the Board.  The PU Act also governs the nature and scope of any such approval.  18 
Specifically: 19 

● Section 43(3) restricts public utilities from collecting, charging or enforcing rates 20 
other than as filed with and approved by the Board.   21 

● Section 49 requires the Board to determine a rate base for NTPC’s property that is 22 
used or required to be used to provide service.  It also requires the Board to consider 23 
the cost of the property at the time that property was first devoted to public use, the 24 
prudent acquisition cost to the public utility, less depreciation, amortization or 25 
depletion, and necessary working capital. 26 

● Section 50 requires the Board to fix a fair return on NTPC’s rate base. 27 

● Subsection 51(2) requires the Board to fix just and reasonable rates and allows it to 28 
consider revenues and costs having regard to certain time periods. 29 

1 Exhibit 74 of Phase I Proceeding replaced the Terms and Conditions initially filed at Appendix H of the Phase I 
Application. Exhibit 74 reflects the updates made and approved by the Board in Decision 7-2016 regarding net 
metering.  Although initially filed with the Phase I Application, NTPC requested that the Terms and Conditions be 
addressed during the Phase II proceeding and received no objections from interested parties.   
2 R.S.N.W.T. 1988, c. 24 (Supp.). 
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● Section 63 requires NTPC to seek approval from the Board of its Terms and 1 
Conditions of Service. 2 

● Section 23 empowers the Board to grant a wide range of relief in respect of the 3 
Application. 4 

These provisions empower the Board to consider the components of the Application and grant 5 
the relief requested by the Corporation. 6 

(b) Changes since the last full Phase II Application 7 

The Corporation filed a Phase I General Rate Application (GRA) for the 2016/17, 2017/18, and 8 
2018/19 Test Years on June 30th, 2016.  The Board approved interim rates effective from 9 
August 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017 in Decision 12-2016.  NTPC filed updated Phase I schedules 10 
March 1, 2017 consistent with the review process established by the Board.  NTPC filed an 11 
Application for interim rates effective April 1, 2017 concurrently with this Phase II GRA.  In 12 
Decision 4-2017, the Board approved interim rates for 2017/18 effective April 1, 2017.  13 

This is the first full Phase II application since the Corporation’s Phase II 2001/2003 General Rate 14 
Application.  Limited rate rebalancing occurred during the Corporation’s 2006/2008 GRA.   15 

In 2010, the Government of the Northwest Territories (the “GNWT”) issued Electricity Rate 16 
Guidelines for the consideration of the Board (the “2010 Guidelines”).  As a result of these 17 
Guidelines, the Board initiated a rate rebalancing exercise for NTPC which set the electricity 18 
rates for NTPC on a zoned basis.  The Board in Decision 16-2010 approved the zone based rate 19 
structure and directed NTPC to target 100% revenue cost coverage ratios for each zone and for 20 
each rate class in the absence of some other compelling reason.   21 

On April 13, 2015, the GNWT issued a set of policy directions to the PUB (the “2015 Policy 22 
Direction”).  The 2015 Policy Direction confirmed that the 2012/14 Phase II proceeding should 23 
be considered a methodology review with graduated rate changes.  NTPC filed a complete Phase 24 
II for its 2013/14 Test Year on June 11, 2015.  The Board in Decision 7-2016 did not accept 25 
NTPC’s proposed changes to revenue cost ratios and corresponding rate changes.  In that 26 
Decision, the PUB also issued several directives related to the cost of service (“COS”) study 27 
methods.   28 

(c) The 2017 Electricity Rate Policy Direction 29 

On February 23, 2017, the GNWT issued a 2017 Electricity Rate Policy Direction to the PUB for 30 
all electric utilities in the NWT (the “2017 GNWT Directions” or the “2017 Policy Direction”).  31 
These directions were developed to promote rate stability, gradualism and allow for greater 32 
flexibility in rate design.   33 

The 2017 Policy Direction to the PUB was as follows3: 34 

3 Ex. 1, App. B, pp. 1-4, pdf pp. 127-130.  
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1) Target 90% to 110% RCC by Zone: Target a range of reasonableness for each 1 
zone that is plus or minus 10% of the zone costs. 2 

2) Target 80% to 110% RCC for Non-Government customers: To reduce the cost 3 
pressures faced by Non-Government customers. 4 

3) Target 100% to 130% RCC for Government customers: To allow the GNWT to 5 
pay higher rates in certain zones to reduce cost pressures faced by Non-Government 6 
customers. 7 

4) 1% Rate Rebalancing for Non-Government customers: To allow a gradual 8 
transition to rates that are not within the range of reasonableness by customer class and 9 
zone, the maximum rate increase to Non-Government is the base rate increase (4%) plus 10 
1% for rate rebalancing for a maximum rate increase of 5%. 11 

5) 3% Rate Rebalancing for Government customers: To allow a gradual transition to 12 
rates that are not within the range of reasonableness by customer class and zone, the 13 
maximum rate increase to Government is the base rate increase (4%) plus 3% for rate 14 
rebalancing for a maximum rate increase of 7%. 15 

6) Defer addressing Community Based Government Rates in NTPC thermal 16 
communities: Defer until the next GRA. 17 

7) NTPC Monthly Fixed Customer Charges and Demand Charges to Remain the 18 
Same: The Corporation’s current monthly customer and demand charges should remain 19 
the same until further direction is given.  20 

The proposed rates in the current application comply with the 2017 Policy Direction. 21 

3. The Current Application  22 

The Corporation prepared the Phase II Application based on the 2018/19 Phase I Revenue 23 
Requirement and a 2018/19 Cost of Service Study (the “COS Study”).  The current application 24 
incorporates the updated Phase I Revenue Requirement information filed on March 1, 2017 in 25 
the Phase I proceeding.426 

The Phase II Application incorporates the following adjustments to the Phase I Test Year 27 
Revenue Requirement and revenue forecasts compared to the Phase I information filed in July of 28 
2016:   29 

1) A reduction to the average cost of debt reflecting the refinancing of the existing 30 
8.41% debenture as discussed in the response to Round 1 Information Request 31 
TGC.NTPC-19(f).  ($0.644 million reduction in 2018/19). 32 

4 Ex. 35, Phase I Proceeding, March 1 Filing, Letter and Schedules.  
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2) A reduction to the employee future benefits amortization provision as described in 1 
the response to Round 1 Information Request TGC.NTPC-64 (e).  ($0.300 million 2 
reduction in 2018/19). 3 

3) A reduction to salaries and wages expense to remove 50% of the environmental 4 
licensing specialist and senior civil hydro engineer salary costs as described in the 5 
response to Round 1 Information Request BR.NTPC-9(b).  ($0.149 million 6 
reduction in 2018/19). 7 

4) An increase in fixed-asset amortization expense ($0.155 million) and return on 8 
rate base ($0.339 million) reflecting the combined impact of updating for Bluefish 9 
assets and 2015/16 actual closing balances as discussed in the response to 10 
BR.NTPC-20 (a) and (b) and at the November 30, 2016 Phase I technical 11 
workshop.  ($0.494 million increase in 2018/19). 12 

5) An increase in the overhaul deferral account amortization provision as a result of 13 
updating for 2015/16 actuals.  ($0.018 million increase in 2018/19). 14 

6) A net reduction to other revenues related to residual heat revenues, and pole rental 15 
income as described in 1st Round Information Requests  BR.NTPC 12 (b) and 16 
TGC.NTPC 27 (b) (combined reduction of $0.072 million in 2018/19). 17 

7) An increase to the regulatory deferral account of $0.200 million in 2017/18 18 
resulting from costs that were not originally forecast such as the 2016/19 GRA 19 
technical workshop and the net metering workshop.  ($0.012 million increase in 20 
2018/19). 21 

8) A reduction in revenue forecast from electricity sales at 2015/16 rates ($0.956 22 
million in 2018/19) reflecting a revised load forecast.  In the 2015/16 Annual 23 
Report of Finances filed on December 16, 2016, actual 2015/16 sales were 1.2 24 
GWh lower than forecast due to lower sales in the Taltson and Snare zones.  25 
When updating the sales forecast using 6 months of actual information for the 26 
2016/17 fiscal year the Corporation noted sales continued to be lower than 27 
originally forecast, particularly for wholesale and industrial customers in the 28 
Snare zones.  Therefore, the Corporation has updated the load forecast for all 29 
zones to reflect 2015/16 actual sales and 6 months of actual sales data for 30 
2016/17.  As a result, 2018/19 total sales reduce by 1% from 306 GWh to 303 31 
GWh. 32 

9) A reduction to corporate supplies and services resulting from reduced costs for 33 
legal, risk management and safety compliance and Human Resource management.  34 
The Corporation provided a revised TGC.NTPC-14 resulting from the November 35 
2016 technical workshop and these costs have been reduced by $0.300 million in 36 
2016/17, $0.306 million in 2017/18 and $0.312 in 2018/19. 37 

10) An update to the fuel forecast for the Test Years using the revised load forecast. 38 
This reduced total production fuel expense by $0.069 million in 2018/19.  39 
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During the Phase I hearing, the Corporation also committed to updating fuel efficiency forecasts 1 
for more recent actual information which will revise the 2018/19 revenue requirement.52 

The Corporation noted in response to TGC.NTPC-6 (c) that as a result of the combined Phase I 3 
and Phase II hearing schedule, it does not yet have a final Board approved revenue requirement.  4 
The Corporation anticipates that as part of its Phase II compliance filing it will file final rate 5 
design schedules that target the final Board approved 2018/19 revenue requirement. 6 

4. Cost of Service Study  7 

(a) Overview   8 

The 2018/19 COS Study is based on the Corporation’s proposed 2018/19 Revenue Requirement.  9 
The Corporation’s rate proposals focus on the 2018/19 Test Year because it is the final test year.  10 
Proposed 2017/18 rates reflect a transition year to the 2018/19 Revenue Requirement.  The 11 
Corporation is not proposing to recover the full 2017/18 Revenue Requirement.  12 

The 2018/19 COS Study was prepared consistent with the rate zones as per Board Decision 16-13 
2010.  The NTPC COS Study addresses the “Zone” of the customer, being one of three zones: 14 
Snare Hydro, Taltson Hydro, and Thermal.  For COS purposes the zone is the first distinguishing 15 
characteristic for assigning costs. 16 

The COS Study includes the following classes of customers: Wholesale, Industrial, Residential, 17 
General Service or Streetlights.  The latter three are collectively considered the “Retail” classes, 18 
allowing cost analysis at the bulk power level to be divided into three components: Wholesale, 19 
Industrial and Retail. 20 

The COS Study does not have separate rate classes for Government and Non-Government 21 
customers consistent with the Board’s view that there is no difference in costs between 22 
Government and Non-Government.623 

The current COS Study includes certain updates to inputs from the 2012/14 COS study. 24 
Consistent with the Board directions from Decision 7-2016, discussed in Chapter 4 of the Phase 25 
II Application, the Corporation updated the estimates and calculations for certain COS 26 
parameters such as load and coincidence factors and distribution classification factors. 27 

In addition, in the 2012/14 Phase II GRA, the Corporation estimated distribution related common 28 
costs based on a functional analysis.  Under the current system of accounts, developed in 29 
accordance with Board Decision 13-2014, all distribution related common costs at the corporate 30 
and regional levels are recorded to specific function codes, as presented in Schedule 5.0 of the 31 
Phase I GRA.  As such, the current COS study identifies distribution related common costs 32 
directly from the function codes.733 

5 Ex. 76, UT #28 Response, pdf p. 23 from the Phase I proceeding. 
6 Decision 12-97, p. 25. 
7 Ex. 1, Application, p. 2-2, pd 24. 
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The Corporation provides a brief summary of the methodology used in the COS Study below.  1 
The results of the analysis are detailed within the COS Study at Appendix A of Exhibit 1, the 2 
Phase II Application and will not be repeated herein.   3 

(b) Functionalization 4 

Once the revenue requirement and customer classes have been determined as noted above, plant 5 
investment and expenses are separated according to function.  NTPC uses functions typical to an 6 
electric utility COS study, being;  7 

• Generation – plant investment and expenses associated with power generation and 8 
power purchases; 9 

• Transmission – plant investment and expenses associated with the high voltage 10 
system used for the bulk transmission of power; 11 

• Distribution – plant investment and expenses that connection the customer to the 12 
transmission system or production plant;  13 

• General - management, administrative and other costs that cannot be assigned to 14 
the other major cost functions.815 

The assignment of plant investment and expenses generally follows the utility’s standard set of 16 
accounts, in the Corporation’s case, the FERC accounts and the Corporation’s code of accounts 17 
for regulated utilities.   18 

(i) Generation Function Assignment 19 

Generation plant assets were functionalized in according with the FERC codes as summarized at 20 
Table 2.1 of the COS Study.921 

In the Snare Zone, hydro generation assets serve all customers on the system.  As the two diesel 22 
plants in the Snare Zone serve different customer segments, these are direct assigned to different 23 
customer groups.  The Jackfish Diesel Plant assets are assigned to all communities except 24 
Behchoko, consistent with previous Board decisions.  The Frank’s Channel Plant costs are 25 
directly assigned to the Snare Retail customer group, consistent with the Corporation’s 2013/14 26 
COS study methods as reviewed in the 2012/14 GRA Phase II proceeding.   27 

In the Taltson Zone, generation plant assets are also functionalized in accordance with the FERC 28 
codes.  Hydro generation assets serve all customers on the system.  NUL-NWT provides its own 29 
diesel generation and therefore diesel plants in the Taltson zone are direct assigned to the Taltson 30 
retail customer group of Fort Smith and Fort Resolution.   31 

Thermal zone generation plant assets are functionalized in accordance with the FERC codes. 32 

8 Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, pdf p. 86. 
9 Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, pdf p. 86. 
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General expenses for generation are functionalized based upon the Corporation’s code of 1 
accounts as outlined in Table 2-3 of the COS Study.10 Snare zone thermal plant expenses are 2 
assigned consistent with the assignment of thermal plant assets referenced above.  3 

(ii) Transmission Function Assignment  4 

Transmission Plant assets were functionalized by FERC code as per Table 2-5 in the COS 5 
Study.11 Transmission costs have been split in two sub-functions: generation integration 6 
transmission, being transmission which interconnects a remote generation facility to a load 7 
centre; and grid transmission facilities which typically connect major distribution substations.  8 

The Snare Zone 9 

Transmission plant on the Snare system includes a 115 kV transmission line that connects Snare 10 
Rapids, Snare Falls, Snare Forks and Snare Cascades to a hydro tie substation ring bus.  The 11 
hydro tie substation ring bus is subsequently connected by a 150 km single circuit 115 kV 12 
transmission line to the Jackfish substation.  Behchoko is served by a 115 kV transmission line 13 
connected at the Smiley Lake tap.1214 

The transmission assets on the Snare system were assigned in three sections: 15 

• Snare Hydro to Smiley Lake Tap: This portion of the line provides service to all 16 
customers.  Costs for this section of the line are assigned to all customers on the Snare 17 
system. 18 

• Smiley Lake Tap to Jackfish: This section of the line provides service to NUL, Giant 19 
mine and retail customers in Dettah.  Costs for this section of the line are assigned to all 20 
customers except Behchoko, consistent with the Corporation’s previous COS studies. 21 

22 
• Smiley Lake Tap to Behchoko: This section of the line provides service to customers in 23 

Behchoko.  As a result costs are direct assigned to the Snare zone retail customer group 24 
(i.e. excluding NUL and Giant mine).25 

Assets required to service specific customers are direct assigned to those customer groups, (for 26 
example, Giant mine or customers in Dettah.) See Table 2-6 of the COS Study for a summary of 27 
the asset assignment as determined following an asset analysis.    28 

As noted above, consistent with the method used in the 2001/03 GRA, the Corporation splits its 29 
transmission assets between generation integration transmission and grid transmission.  The 30 
Corporation conducted a review of transmission plant assets.  The resulting split of assets is set 31 
out in Table 2-7 of the COS Study.  32 

10 Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, pdf p. 88. 
11 Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, pdf p. 89. 
12 Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, pdf pp. 90-91.  
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The Taltson Zone 1 

Transmission plant on the Taltson system includes a 115 kV transmission line that connects the 2 
Taltson hydro plant to the Pine Point substation.  Transmission lines off the main Taltson to Pine 3 
Point line provide service to Fort Smith and Fort Resolution.  There is also a step-down 4 
transformer serving NUL (NWT) in the vicinity of the Pine Point substation.13 5 

The transmission assets on the Snare system were assigned in two sections: 6 

• Taltson Hydro to Pine Point: This portion of the transmission line represents a group of 7 
assets that, but for the Pine Point mine, would not have been constructed.  Therefore all 8 
customers on the Taltson benefit from the original construction of these assets and the 9 
costs of these assets are assigned to all customers on the Taltson system.  10 

11 
• Pine Point Substation to NUL (NWT): this is a very short section that is connected to 12 

the step-down transformer and transmission lines to Hay River, which are owned and 13 
operated by NUL (NWT).  As such this section has no NTPC owned assets. 14 

15 
• Fort Smith Substation to Fort Smith and Pine Point Substation to Fort Resolution: 16 

These sections of line provide service to retail customers in each of Fort Smith and Fort 17 
Resolution (including Buffalo Junction distribution and diesel generation assets).  Costs 18 
associated with these assets are assigned to retail customers on the Taltson system (i.e. 19 
excluding NUL (NWT)).   20 

21 
An asset analysis was undertaken to determine which assets should be assigned to each customer 22 
group.  The results are set out at Table 2-8 of the COS Study. See Table 2-9 of the COS Study 23 
for the resulting split of assets following the Corporation’s review for generation integration 24 
transmission and grid transmission.  25 

(iii)  Distribution Function Assignment 26 

Distribution plant assets have been functionalized by the FERC codes summarized at Table 2-11 27 
of the COS Study.  Deferred credits, (being customer contributions) related to the hydro unit 28 
overhaul in the Snare zone, and residual heat and solar projects in the Thermal zone were 29 
functionalized to generation.  The remaining deferred credits relate to distribution service 30 
extensions and accordingly have been functionalized to distribution.  31 

Snare zone distribution assets were direct assigned.  Following a review of distribution assets, 32 
the Corporation identified those assets that provide service exclusively to Giant mine and those 33 
assets were direct assigned accordingly.  Those assets that provide service to customers in 34 
Behchoko or Dettah were direct assigned to the Snare retail customer group.1435 

In the Taltson zone, all distribution assets are direct assigned to the Taltson retail customer 36 
group.  Thermal generation plant assets are functionalized in accordance with the FERC codes. 37 

13 Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, pdf p. 95.  
14 Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, p. 2-16, pdf 101.  
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Distribution operating expenses are functionalised based on the Corporation’s function codes.151 
Streetlight distribution line expenses (function code 8887) were direct assigned to the street 2 
lighting customer classes in each zone. 3 

(iv)  General Plant Assignment 4 

General plant assets were functionalized by FERC code. Common costs, common deferral 5 
accounts and working capital, except fuel, were also functionalized to General Plant.  General 6 
and administrative operation expenses were functionalized based upon the Corporation’s code of 7 
accounts.  These function costs are consistent with the system of accounts developed in 8 
accordance with Decision 13-2014.169 

(c) Classification of Costs 10 

The COS Study separates the functionalized costs into classifications based on the type of 11 
service provided.  The Corporation uses four cost classifications being demand costs (costs that 12 
vary with the kW demand imposed by the customer), energy costs (costs that vary with the kWh 13 
of energy that the utility provides), customer costs (costs that vary in relation to the number of 14 
customers served) and direct assignment costs (costs that can be identified as incurred to sever a 15 
specific customer or class of customers as for example, street lighting).  16 

 A number of the classification ratios used in this COS Study are based upon prior approvals 17 
from the PUB.   18 

(i) Generation Classification 19 

For hydro generation, the COS Study uses ratios of 60% energy and 40% demand as previously 20 
approved by the Board in Decision 5-95.17  In that same decision, the Board directed that thermal 21 
plant assets should be classified as 100% demand related except fuel holders, which should be 22 
classified to energy.  The Corporation has applied these classification ratios in the present COS 23 
Study.18  Snare zone diesel plant assets are classified in the same manner in accordance with the 24 
Board’s direction.  All diesel plant assets with the exception of fuel holders (code 342) are 25 
classified 100% to demand.  Again consistent with Decision 5-95, all hydro plant operations and 26 
maintenance expenses are classified 50% to energy and 50% to demand.  Similarly, for thermal 27 
generation, expenses are classified 50% to energy and 50% to demand, with the exception of 28 
production fuel which is classified 100% to energy.1929 

(ii) Transmission Classification 30 

As with generation, the Corporation has classified transmission plant assets as directed by the 31 
PUB.  In Decision 5-95, the Board directed the Corporation to classify generation integration 32 
facilities on the same basis as hydro generation assets.  Accordingly, the Corporation has 33 

15 See Table 2-13, Ex. 1, Appendix A, COS Study, p. 2-17, pdf 102.  
16 See pages 2-17 to 2018 for more information on General Plant assignment, Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, pdf p. 102.  
17 NTPC 1993/94 Phase II GRA, PUB Decision 5-95, p. 26 (“Decision 5-95”) 
18 Decision 5-95, p. 26; and Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, p. 3-2, pdf p. 105.  
19 Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, p. 3-3, pdf p. 106.  
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classified those assets as 40% to demand and 60% to energy.  In Decision 5-95, the PUB directed 1 
the Corporation to classify grid transmission 100% to demand.  The Corporation has followed 2 
this direction in the COS Study.  The Corporation has applied the same split of assets between 3 
generation integration facilities and grid transmission for the Snare and Taltson zone as was 4 
applied to functionalize the costs.  See Tables 3-6 and 3-7 in the COS Study for details.  5 
Transmission expenses were classified on the same basis as the corresponding transmission 6 
plant, again consistent with Decision 5-95.207 

(iii) Distribution Classification 8 

Distribution plant is a fixed investment with costs incurred primarily to serve demand and 9 
customer requirements.  In the 2012/14 Phase II proceeding the Board raised concerns about the 10 
peer group study of distribution classification factors.  In Decision 7-2016, it issued Directive 11 
179 requiring the Corporation to examine any material outliers in any peer group study to 12 
determine the basis for the differences, and to consider an expanded representative sample of 13 
peer utilities.   14 

Based on that directive, NTPC undertook a review of 11 different utilities which is believes are 15 
representative of Canada’s diverse geography and includes both public and privately owned 16 
utilities.21  In determining which utilities to include in the expanded peer group, the Corporation 17 
considered how recently a COS study and a Phase II or its equivalent was conducted, as well as 18 
whether the utility is responsible for distribution functions.   19 

The Corporation believes the expanded peer group is representative and may be relied upon.  The 20 
Corporation notes however that it was unable to determine through a review of regulatory filings 21 
why the classification ratios may be different for certain utilities.  Accordingly, NTPC has 22 
excluded the results for any utility where the classification ratio was more than 15 percentage 23 
points from the values used by the Corporation in the 2012/14 Phase II.  24 

In the COS Study, land and land rights, structures and improvements, station equipment and 25 
battery storage equipment are all allocated 100% to demand as approved in Decision 5-95.  26 
Similarly, services, meters and installations on customer premises are classified as 100% 27 
customer related as approved in Decision 5-95.   28 

With respect to poles and fixtures, overhead conductors, underground conduits, and line 29 
transformers, the Corporation relies upon the expanded peer group analysis and the industry 30 
averages derived from its analysis as the basis for its classification.  As a result, in some cases, 31 
NTPC’s classifications have increased from the 2012/14 proposed classifications.  NTPC notes 32 
that on the whole the resulting changes are minimal.  For overheard conductors and underground 33 
conduits there was a change of 1%, while for transformers and poles, towers and fixtures the 34 
change was somewhat larger at 6% and 8% respectively.2235 

20 Decision 5-95, p. 28. 
21 Those utilities are: NUL (NWT); NUL(YK); Yukon Energy Corporation, Newfoundland Hydro; Newfoundland 
Power; FortisBC; Manitoba Hydro; SaskPower; New Brunswick Power; Maritime Electric and Nova Scotia Power 
Incorporated. 
22 Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, Table 3-8, p. 3-8, pdf p. 102.  
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In response to TGC.NTPC-10, the Corporation made some minor corrections to the survey data 1 
and prepared scenarios that considered different treatments of outliers in the survey data.23 At the 2 
hearing, the TGC requested that the Corporation update the utility comparison with more 3 
recently available information and also included information for BC Hydro.  The Corporation 4 
responded by way of an undertaking.  The updated information made only minor changes to the 5 
industry averages including outliers, approximately 2% shift to a higher customer weighting 6 
from a demand weighting.24  The Corporation noted in response to TGC.NTPC10(e) that minor 7 
changes to the classification ratios make very little difference to class revenue requirements and 8 
would not alter the Corporation’s rate proposals.259 

(iv) General Plant and Expenses Classification 10 

General plant consists of a number of categories of operating costs which are incurred regardless 11 
of the amount of electricity consumed.  This includes general expenses, working capital, 12 
common costs/common deferral accounts and deferred credits. 13 

Consistent with the Board Decision 5-95 and prior COS studies, general expenses are classified 14 
based on a weighted average of hydro generation, diesel generation, transmission and 15 
distribution expenses.  Other types of expenses, specifically environmental, hazardous waste 16 
disposal, water testing, hazardous materials cleanup, and safety expenses are classified 100% to 17 
energy as they are primarily related to the production of energy.  18 

Working capital is also classified consistent with Board Decision 5-95, with cash working capital 19 
classified 50/50 energy and demand.  Materials and supplies are classified based upon the 20 
average classification of gross plant in service, as they are primarily inventory holdings for repair 21 
and replacement of plant.  Fuel inventory is classified 100% to energy.2622 

Core corporate/regional common costs are classified 100% to energy consistent with the 2010 23 
GNWT Guidelines.  Distribution related common costs are classified 100% to energy sales, 24 
excluding wholesale customers as per Decision 16-2010.  The current COS Study identifies 25 
distribution related common costs directly from the function codes. 26 

Finally, deferred credits are classified in the same manner as the related assets (production and/or 27 
distribution).  See Table 3-11 of the COS Study for a summary of the general expenses 28 
classification used by the Corporation in the COS Study.2729 

(d) Allocation Factors 30 

The COS Study allocates costs to customer classes based on usage characteristics.  The 31 
allocation factors used were developed based on information from customer billing records, the 32 
Corporation’s load forecast and load research performed by other electric utilities with similar 33 
types of customers and operating environments.  34 

23 Ex. 7, NTPC IR Responses, TGC.NTPC(10), pdf 78-81. 
24 Ex. 25, UT #3 Response, pdf 3. 
25 Ex. 7, NTPC IR Responses, TGC.NTPC(10)(e), pdf. 80-81. 
26 Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, p. 3-10, pdf p. 113.  
27 Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, p. 3-12, pdf p. 115.  
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In the YK/HR Phase II evidence, YK/HR recommended that the forecast sales for the Snare 1 
wholesale customer be reduced in 2017/18 and 2018/19.28  NTPC does not agree with this 2 
recommendation and confirmed in the Phase I proceeding that it views its sales forecasts as 3 
reasonable.294 

Further, NTPC pointed out in its Rebuttal and during the Phase II hearing that the effect of 5 
reducing the sales forecast (with all other elements being equal), would result in upward rate 6 
pressure on all customers.  In cross examination, Mr. Marriott sought clarification as to whether 7 
the reduction of the sales forecast would require a 5.4% increase in rates for Snare Wholesale or 8 
for all customers.   9 

MR. MARRIOTT:  Mr. McLaren, with respect, I don't think that is what it says in your 10 
rebuttal.  This is what the sentence reads, and I would like you to listen to it carefully: 11 

“On that basis, the corporation would be required to increase the 2018/19 rates for the 12 
Snare wholesale customer by the average percentage rate increase of 5.4 percent over 13 
2017/18 interim rates, which is higher than proposed in the Phase II application.” 14 

So, by referencing Snare wholesale customer there, you meant to refer to all customers? 15 

MR. MCLAREN:  This scenario was focused on the Snare customers within the rate 16 
design as we...the rate design criteria as we have applied the Snare wholesale customers 17 
receiving the average rate increase.  And that average rate increase of 5.4 percent would 18 
apply to all customers.  That was what the intent of the statement in the rebuttal was. 19 

If it is not clear, I apologize.  But that is it the intent. 20 

MR. MAHMUDOV:  Sorry, just if I could elaborate on that one.  So page 4, the three 21 
paragraphs above table 2, it states: 22 

“Table 2 shows that this would put additional upward pressure on rates for all 23 
customers.” 24 

So that table 2, you will see 5.4 percent calculated there.  And it applicable to all 25 
customers.  Table 3 is just...in that case, for table 3, it is simply pointing it out for Snare 26 
wholesale customers, because the sale reduction was coming from Snare wholesale 27 
customers. 28 

MR. MARRIOTT:  Are you saying that that is what is being communicated in table 2 on 29 
page 4 of the rebuttal? 30 

MR. MAHMUDOV:  Yes, that 5.4 percent rate increase refers to the average rate 31 
increase for all customers, corporate wide. 32 

MR. MARRIOTT:  All right.  Thank you, …3033 

28 Ex. 36, YK/HR Phase II Evidence, pdf p. 5.   
29 Ex. 47, NTPC Rebuttal, pdf p. 3. 
30 Transcripts, Vol. I, p. 27, line 24 to p. 29, line 18. 
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The Corporation further noted in rebuttal that Mr. Bell’s recommendation would result in 1 
reducing the RCC ratio from 102% to 99%.31  While Mr. McLaren confirmed that a reduction of 2 
the RCC to 99% would not violate a government direction, he confirmed that “(t)he issue is that, 3 
as a result of the decrease in revenues, the average rate increase required to achieve the full 4 
revenue requirement that Ms. Whitford stated earlier would require rates for all customers, the 5 
average rate increase to go up.  So that is where the 5.4% comes from.”326 

Mr. Marriott requested an analysis of the net effect on rate proposals considering both Mr. Bell’s 7 
proposed adjustments to operations and maintenance expense and the sales forecast.  The 8 
Corporation provided a response by way of an undertaking that indicated the combined effect of 9 
these adjustments would be to lower the proposed 2018/19 rate increase for NUL-YK from 4.0% 10 
to 2.8%.3311 

(i) Demand Allocation Factors 12 

The Corporation uses two demand allocators in the COS Study, Coincident peak, being the peak 13 
for a customer class at the time of system peak; and Non-coincident peak, being the annual peak 14 
for a customer class in the year.  As approved in Decision 5-95, the Corporation uses the single 15 
coincident peak to allocate the demand related generation and transmission plant and expenses, 16 
and the non-coincident peak demand to allocate the demand related portion of distribution plant 17 
and expenses.  18 

The wholesale and industrial customers are individually demand metered.  Accordingly actual 19 
measured demand was used to determine load factors and coincidence factors for these 20 
customers.  In accordance with Decision 5-95, the Corporation has used a five year rolling 21 
average for load factors and coincidence factors.  For the retail customer group, the load factor 22 
and coincidence factors were calculated based on the summation of retail non-coincident peak 23 
and coincident peak by rate class.  24 

The Board in BR.NTPC-3 questioned whether, given the flat sales growth in the forecasts, the 25 
use of actual metered coincident demands and non-coincident demands to develop the demands 26 
used for the wholesale cost allocations in Snare and Taltson, would send more appropriate 27 
forward looking price signals than the use of a five year rolling average.3428 

The Corporation confirmed that it views the use of a five year rolling average to be more 29 
appropriate for a number of reasons including that a two year window could be unduly 30 
influenced by a single year of unusual weather or other load excursion event.  Using a 5-year 31 
period provides for a more stable and robust forecast.3532 

In addition, the 2018/19 forecast sales to wholesale customers remain within a reasonable range 33 
of the five year actual period: 34 

31 Ex. 47, NTPC Rebuttal (Phase I), pdf p. 5.  
32 Transcripts, Vol. I, p. 26, ll. 1-8. 
33 Exhibit 25, UT #1, pdf. 1-2.  
34 Ex. 7, NTPC IR Responses, BR.NTPC-3, pdf 6. 
35 Ex. 7, NTPC IR Responses, BR.NTPC-3, pdf 7. 
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• On the Snare system energy sales are within approximately 2% of the five year average 1 
sales for 2011/12 through 2015/16 (161,947 MWh in 2018/19 compared to a five year 2 
actual average of 165,496 MWh). 3 

• On the Taltson system energy sales are approximately 0.2% higher than the 5 year 4 
average of sales (31,844 MWh forecast in the 2018/19 Test Year compared to 31,794 5 
MWh on average in the 5-year actual period). 6 

The Corporation also uses 5-year rolling averages for calculating the average use per customer, 7 
line losses and stations service in the load forecast.  In the Corporation’s view it is desirable to 8 
maintain consistency in the historical periods used to prepare the Test Year forecasts.369 

Residential, general service and streetlight customers are not individually demand metered.  As 10 
such, the Corporation relied upon proxy information from other Canadian utilities in order to 11 
determine load and coincidence factors.  The Corporation has expanded the sample of peer 12 
utilities since the 2012/14 COS study and has used the same group of 11 utilities used in the 13 
distribution classification analysis.37  Similar to the approach in its analysis of the distribution 14 
classifications, the Corporation excluded the results for any utilities where load and coincidence 15 
factors were more than 15 percentage points from the values used in the 2012/14 Phase II GRA.  16 
See Table 4-3 of the COS Study for the results of the peer utility analysis.  17 

(ii) Energy Allocation Factors and Line Loss Study 18 

The COS Study allocates energy related costs using forecast energy (kWh) sales adjusted for 19 
system losses.   20 

In Decision 7-2016, the PUB directed NTPC to “carry out a line loss analysis to estimate 21 
distribution line loss factors and transmission line loss factors separately for each of the Snare 22 
and Taltson systems.” The PUB also directed that “station service should be separately identified 23 
and reflected in the calculation of net generation.”3824 

The Corporation conducted a line loss analysis of the Snare and Taltson systems.  Actual data for 25 
five years from 2011/12 to 2015/16 was used for the study.  The study collected generation data, 26 
station service data, meter reads at feeders and sales by community/customer as recorded at the 27 
customer’s metering point.  Line losses for the COS Study purposes were calculated at the 28 
transmission and distribution level as a percentage of sales (total sales for transmission related 29 
losses, and retail sales for distribution related losses.)3930 

36 Ex. 7, NTPC IR Responses, BR.NTPC-7, pdf pp. 6-7. 
37 Those utilities are: NUL (NWT); NUL(YK); Yukon Energy Corporation, Newfoundland Hydro; Newfoundland 
Power; FortisBC; Manitoba Hydro; SaskPower; New Brunswick Power; Maritime Electric and Nova Scotia Power 
Incorporated. 
38 Decision 7-2016, p. 24. 
39 Ex. 1, App. D, Line Loss Analysis, pdf 163.  
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Snare System 1 

The analysis indicates that transmission related losses as a percentage of sales for the period 2 
reviewed range from 1.2% to 3.6%, averaging 2.3% over 2011/12-2015/16, where transmission 3 
line losses were significantly lower in 2014/15 and 2015/16. 4 

Distribution related losses as a percentage of sales for the period reviewed range from 0.5% to 5 
2.7%, averaging 1.8% for the last five years, and also have lower line losses in 2014/15 and 6 
2015/16. 7 

Low transmission line losses in the last two years are due to the high amounts of diesel 8 
generation at Jackfish and Franks Channel plants relative to hydro caused by low water 9 
conditions in the Snare system.  As such, the last two years are not a reliable indicator of line 10 
losses in the Snare system in normal water years.  Therefore, for the current COS study purposes 11 
the transmission and distribution line losses estimates are based on the 3-year average values 12 
(2011/12 to 2013/14). 13 

For purposes of the COS study, the Corporation used a 3-year average value of 2.8% for 14 
transmission related losses, and 2.3% for distribution related losses in the Snare system.  See 15 
Table 1 of Appendix D for a summary of the analysis for the Snare System.4016 

Taltson System 17 

The analysis indicates that transmission related losses as a percentage of sales for the period 18 
reviewed range from 8.1% to 9.5%, averaging 8.8% for the last five years. 19 

Distribution related losses as a percentage of sales for the period reviewed range from 4.7% to 20 
9.3%, averaging 6.7% for the last five years.  21 

For purposes of the COS study, the Corporation used 8.8% for transmission related losses, and 22 
6.7% for distribution related losses in the Taltson system.  See Table 2 of Appendix D for a 23 
summary of the analysis for the Taltson System.4124 

Thermal Zone  25 

The Corporation’s line loss study included only the Snare and Taltson Systems.  For the Thermal 26 
zone, the Corporation used the line losses and station service from the approved load forecast for 27 
the 2014 Test Year (being 6.4% of sales combined).4228 

(iii) Customer Allocation Factors 29 

The COS Study uses two customer allocation factors, the number of customers, which is 30 
developed based on the forecast number of customers in each customer class; and the weighted 31 
number of customers which is based on the forecast customer numbers multiplied by a weighting 32 
factor for each customer. 33 

40 Ex. 1, App. D, Line Loss Analysis, pdf 163-164. 
41 Ex. 1, App. D, Line Loss Analysis, pdf 164-165. 
42 Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, page 4-7, pdf 122. 
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The COS Study uses weighting factors based on the installation costs of meters for general 1 
service and residential customers.  Meters for general service customers are more expensive and 2 
require higher operating costs compared to residential customer meters.  The Corporation in 3 
previous COS studies, has used a weighting factor of 1 for residential, 3 for general service and 0 4 
for streetlight rate classes.  The Corporation reviewed those weighting factors and determined 5 
they were reasonable for the purposes of the current study as well.436 

The Corporation believes that its COS Study complies with all applicable Board approvals and 7 
fulfills the applicable Board Directives.  NTPC believes its COS Study reflects appropriate and 8 
reasonable allocations of the Revenue Requirement among the different customer classes and 9 
should be accepted.  10 

5. Target Revenue to Cost Ratios and Rate Design  11 

A revenue to cost coverage ratio (“RCC”) compares the rates paid by a group of customers to the 12 
cost of serving those customers.  RCC ratios can be used to help prioritize rate adjustments.  13 
NTPC notes that typically a zone of reasonableness is adopted that indicates rates within a given 14 
range will be deemed reasonable, and rates outside this range will be targeted for adjustment 15 
over time.  The range of RCC ratios considered reasonable varies by jurisdiction depending on a 16 
variety of factors including the size of the utility and customers classes, and the reliability of the 17 
cost of service and load information.4418 

(a) RCCs at Illustrative Rates 19 

The Corporation’s Phase II Application sets out at pages 2-9 to 2-11 the RCC ratios at illustrative 20 
rates assuming the revised revenue requirement, the updated revenue forecast and assuming 21 
increases of 4% each year to energy rates with no rebalancing between customer classes.   22 

Based on the results of the COS Study at the illustrative rates, two customer groups at the zone 23 
level are below a RCC ratio of 90%: 24 

• Snare Zone Industrial Customers; and 25 
26 

• Retail customers on the Taltson system. 27 
28 

The Corporation notes that the Taltson zone has seen above average cost increases in recent 29 
years related to re-licencing of the hydro station.  In addition, given the generally lower starting 30 
base of the Taltson zone rates, the across the board rate increases to all customers have not 31 
sufficiently increased revenues from these customers to keep pace with cost increases.  32 

With respect to industrial customers, existing industrial rates were developed based on the cost 33 
profile of a higher load factor customer.  Today that customer is in a remediation phase with a 34 
very different load profile.4535 

43 Ex. 1, App. A, COS Study, p. 4-8, pdf p. 123.  
44 Ex. 1, Application, p. 3-1, pdf p. 37.  
45 Ex. 1, Application, p. 2-12, pdf p. 34.    
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(b) Target Revenue and RCC Ratios 1 

The 2017 Policy Direction includes certain directions for RCC ratios and rate design.  Those 2 
directions and the Corporation’s proposed response are:  3 

1) 90% to 110% Revenue to Cost Ratio by Zone: The Corporation is targeting RCC ratios of 4 
90% to 110% in each zone as required by the 2017 Policy Direction. 5 

2) 80% to 110% Revenue to Cost Ratio for Non-Government customers: The Corporation’s 6 
proposed rates target a RCC range of 80-110% for Non-Government customers. 7 

3) 100% to 130% Revenue to Cost Ratio for Government customers: The Corporation’s 8 
proposed rates target a RCC range of 100% to 130% for Government customers. 9 

4) 1% Rate Rebalancing for Non-Government customers: The Corporation has limited rate 10 
increases due to rebalancing to a maximum of 1% per year for Non-Government 11 
customer classes. 12 

5) 3% Rate Rebalancing for Government customers: The Corporation has limited rate 13 
increases due to rebalancing to a maximum of 3% per year for Government customers. 14 

6) Defer addressing Community Based Government Rates in NTPC thermal communities: 15 
The Corporation is not proposing to rebalance rates between communities in Government 16 
rate classes in the Thermal zone. 17 

7) NTPC Monthly Fixed is and Demand Charges to Remain the Same: The Corporation is 18 
proposing to maintain the existing customer and demand charges in the current 19 
application, consistent with this direction.4620 

As noted above, the Corporation provided illustrative RCC ratios at pages 2-9 to 2-11 of the 21 
Application with no rebalancing.  Those RCC ratios would result in the following variances from 22 
the RCC ratio targets in 2018/19:4723 

• The Taltson zone would be below the 90-110% target. 24 

• Taltson zone Non-Government residential, Taltson zone Non-Government general 25 
service and Thermal Non-Government general service customer classes would be below 26 
the Non-Government target RCC range of 80-110% 27 

• Snare Non-Government general service customers would be above the Non-Government 28 
target RCC range of 80-110%. 29 

• Snare Government industrial, Snare Government residential, Taltson Government 30 
residential and Taltson Government general service customer classes would be below the 31 
Government target RCC range of 100-130%. 32 

46 Ex. 1, Application, p. 3-1 to 3-2, pdf pp. 37-38.  
47 Tables 2.1 and 2.2, Ex. 1, Application, p. 2-9 to 2-10, pdf pp. 31-32.  
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• Snare Government streetlights, Thermal Government residential, Thermal Government 1 
general service and Thermal Government streetlights would be above the Government 2 
target RCC range of 100-130%.483 

NTPC is proposing a rate design that will move the above zones and customer classes closer to 4 
the target RCC ratios.   5 

(c) Proposed Rate Design 6 

The Corporation has developed its proposed rates for 2017/18 and 2018/19 based on certain 7 
objectives and criteria including:  8 

1) Rates must be set to recover the target 2018/19 Revenues.  The Corporation has proposed 9 
rates that would recover the same total corporate-wide revenue as equal 4% rate increases 10 
each year to all customers. This results in a shortfall from the proposed 2018/19 Revenue 11 
Requirement of approximately $0.235 million.  The Corporation proposes to adjust its 12 
final proposed rates to recover the full revenue requirement approved by the Board as 13 
part of its compliance filing. 14 

2) Target proposed RCC ratios for each zone and customer class. 15 

3) Cap rate increases due to rebalancing. The Corporation’s rate proposals limit rate 16 
increases to rebalancing (over and above the average revenue requirement related rate 17 
increases) to no more than 1% for Non-government customers and 3% for Government 18 
customers, as per the 2017 Policy Direction, resulting in total rate caps of 5% for Non-19 
government and 7% for Government. 20 

4) Focus rate adjustments on energy portion of the rate, consistent with the 2017 Policy 21 
Direction.  22 

Applying these criteria, the Corporation determined that where the 4% average rate increase 23 
resulted in RCC ratios within the target ranges in 2018/19, the customer classes received the 24 
average rate increase.   25 

Where the 4% average rate increase resulted in RCC ratios below the target ranges, those 26 
customer classes received higher than average rate increases, subject to the rate increase caps 27 
of 5% to non-government and 7% to government customers. 28 

Where the 4% average rate increase resulted in RCC ratios above the target ranges, those 29 
customer classes received lower than average rate increase or rate decreases to prevent them 30 
from exceeding the target RCC ratios.4931 

The Corporation’s approach and rate design has resulted in a number of improvements to 32 
the RCC ratios relative to equal percentage increases to all customer classes.5033 

48 Ex. 1, Application, p. 3-2, pdf p. 38.  
49 Ex. 1, Application, p. 3-4 to 3-5, pdf pp. 40-41.  
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• Eleven rate classes are within the target RCC range compared to six rate classes if 1 
equal percentage rate increases were implemented for all customer classes. 2 

• No customer classes are above the RCC target ranges compared to five customer 3 
classes if equal percentage rate increases were applied. 4 

• Rate classes below the target RCC range are closer to the target than they would be 5 
with equal percentage rate increases. 6 

• The Taltson zone remains below the target RCC range but is closer than it would be 7 
with equal percentage rate increases to all customer classes.518 

TGC expressed concern with the RCC ratio for Taltson and the fact that in the current Phase 9 
II Application, NTPC confirmed that “(t)he Taltson zone remains under the 90% zone RCC 10 
ratio by 2018/19 and will required further rebalancing after 2018/19.”5211 

MR. JEERAKATHIL:  Thank you.  Instead of -- and I am wondering, instead of 12 
waiting until your next Phase II, which would be filed at the earliest it sounds like, in 13 
19/20 timeframe -- sorry, 2019/2020 to be clear -- would it be possible to give effect 14 
to gradual increases to the Taltson zone in this application, to move it closer to the 15 
allowed range or the guideline range of revenue to cost ratios that I just read into the 16 
record? 17 

MR. MCLAREN:  The constraint we run into is that this RCC ratio is already 18 
assuming a five per cent increase in each of 17/18 and 18/19 for those customers.  19 
And so we, as I mentioned earlier, read the guideline on the rate cap to be something 20 
we do not have discretion on.  That's been our interpretation. 21 

And so five percent is the one percent rate rebalancing impact, plus the average four 22 
percent, which is the general revenue requirement increase.  So we haven't 23 
interpreted that we have flexibility to raise them beyond that point. 24 

MR. JEERAKATHIL:  You read portions of the 2017 NWT guidelines related to the 25 
rate caps as mandatory, and the rate ranges in relation to revenue to cost ratios as not 26 
mandatory.  Is that how I understand your interpretation? 27 

MR. MCLAREN:  Yes, that is correct. 28 

In fact, Ms. Whitford confirmed that the Corporation views the 2017 Policy Direction as 29 
allowing for ranges but also that “there are some specific parameters that are set out there and we 30 
try to work within those.”53  Mr. McLaren echoed that view stating:  31 

MR. MCLAREN:  There are always trade-offs in a rate design; there is give and take 32 
across competing criteria.  I would say this application, we have read the caps on rate 33 

50 See Tables 3.1 and 3.2 for summary of Corporation’s rate proposals and Tables 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 for detailed energy 
rates, Ex. 1, Application, p. 3-4 to 3-8, pdf p. 40-44.  
51 Ex. 1, Application, pages 3-4 to 3-5, pdf 40-41. 
52 Ex. 1, Application, pdf p. 6.  
53 Transcripts Vol. I, p. 33, lines 8-14. 
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rebalancing in Guidelines 4 and 5 to be something we have not interpreted discretion on 1 
in our rate design.542 

The Corporation believes its proposed treatment of the Taltson zone is entirely consistent 3 
with the 2017 Policy Direction and is the correct approach to the RCC ratio for the Taltson 4 
zone.  5 

Mr. Jeerakathil questioned whether the shortfall arising in the Taltson zone should be 6 
equally apportioned between the Snare and Taltson zones.  Mr. McLaren replied: 7 

MR. MCLAREN: The rate design that we proposed is focused on not just the zone 8 
level but also customer class level, and so there are different proportions of 9 
government customers and non-government customers in the zones. There is an 10 
ability to increase due to rate rebalancing the rates for government customers of three 11 
percent which is higher than the one percent.   12 

So we have taken advantage of the ability to increase rates for government customers 13 
in the rate design. Those customers aren't equally distributed between the zones. So 14 
that is how we have arrived...so I would not agree that would be the way that I would 15 
-- the equal splitting between the zones would not be the way that I would look at it 16 
from a rate design perspective. 17 

MR. JEERAKATHIL: You are saying a non-equal distribution is appropriate  18 
because there are more government customers in the thermal zone than in the Snare 19 
zone?   20 

MR. MCLAREN: I am saying we focus the rate design at the customer class level,  21 
including the distinction between non-government and government customers. We 22 
look at it through that lens and as a result that is the outcome. We don't say we want 23 
to apportion the shortfall between zones. We look at where we are at the customer 24 
class level and, as a result of that, it leads to a differential between the zones. 5525 

The Corporation further notes that this approach leads to very similar RCC ratios for the 26 
Snare (101.3%) and Thermal (101.4%) zones, with both zones within the 90%-110% range 27 
indicated in the 2017 Policy Direction.5628 

The TGC also questioned the Corporation’s interpretation of Directive 7 of the 2017 Policy 29 
Direction.  Mr. Jeerakathil noted that the Directive provides: 30 

“Maintaining a low monthly customer charge assists residential customers to manage 31 
cost of living through conservation and efficiency.  Businesses can also manage their 32 
energy consumption more easily than their demand consumption.  Recovering a 33 
portion of fixed and demand charges costs through energy rates provides better price 34 
signals to business and residents. 35 

“The current NTPC monthly customer and demand charges should remain the same 36 
until further direction is given.  Monthly customer and demand charges should be 37 

54 Transcripts, Vol. I, p. 33, lines 19-25. 
55 Transcripts Vol. 1, p. 39 line 8 to p. 40 line 12. 
56 Ex. 1. Application. Table 3-2. pdf. p. 42.  
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comparable across zones and utilities to ensure no undue disparity between 1 
customers.” 2 

Mr. Jeerakathil questioned whether Directive 7 is subject to interpretation and could be 3 
interpreted to mean “that directive does not apply to wholesale and government or industrial 4 
customers.”575 

MS. WHITFORD:  That could be possible. 6 

MR. JEERAKATHIL:  Thank you.  Would it also be fair to say that the directive is 7 
encouraging that the customer charge actually not recover the full customer unit costs 8 
within a portion of customer costs being -- with a portion of the customer cost being 9 
included in the energy charge, because this allows residents and businesses to 10 
manage their electricity costs better? 11 

MR. MCLAREN:  That is the text of the directive. 12 

MR. JEERAKATHIL:  Thank you.  With respect to Directive 7, have you had any 13 
discussions with the GNWT about getting clarification on the meaning of it? 14 

MS. WHITFORD:  We did talk to the GNWT about whether it was meant to specify 15 
businesses and residents only or whether it should have been a broader -- if they 16 
meant us to interpret it for a broader group of customers. 17 

MR. JEERAKATHIL:  What did they say?  I am always nervous to ask a question I 18 
don't know the answer to, but here goes. 19 

MS. WHITFORD:  Our instructions were that it was open to interpretation. 20 

MR. JEERAKATHIL:  Very good.5821 

The PUB raised the issue of the treatment of government customers under the 2017 Policy 22 
Direction.   23 

MR. RETNANANDAN:  Thank you.  With regard to the industrial customer, the cost of 24 
service shows that the industrial customer would be recovering -- would have a revenue-25 
to-cost ratio slightly below 80 percent.  My understanding is you are not constrained by 26 
the GNWT's directions in terms of the increase that you apply to the industrial customer.   27 

Would there be any merit in considering moving that industrial customer to a higher 28 
revenue-to-cost ratio while ensuring compliance with all of the other rate design criteria?   29 

MR. MCLAREN:  Mr. Retnanandan, I believe we feel we are constrained by Guideline 5 30 
that sets a maximum of 3 percent impact on government customers from rebalancing.  31 
We interpret that to apply to the government industrial customer.  32 

MR. RETNANANDAN:  I am not sure when the directions were issued that -- I am not 33 
sure if they specifically refer to industrial customers.  Maybe they talked about 34 

57 Transcripts Vol. I, p. 63, ll. 7-10.  
58 Transcripts Vol. I, p. 62, line 11 to p. 64, line 13.  
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government customers, but would the implication of that be that it is residential and 1 
general service.   2 

This industrial customer is a special case.  It used to be not a government customer, and 3 
right now, it is a government customer.  It is not even a GNWT government customer.  It 4 
is a Federal Government customer.  5 

MR. MCLAREN:  I agree it is a unique customer.  My read of Guideline 5 says: 6 

“Any rate impacts to government customers arising from the realignment of rates 7 
between zones and customer classes should not exceed 3 percent per year.” (As read.) 8 

Our interpretation of that is it applies to the government industrial customer, as well.  I 9 
would note that the guidelines do have a provision that allows to Board to seek 10 
clarification if it so desires from the Government.  11 

MR. RETNANANDAN:  Is that clarification that NTPC could seek from the 12 
Government and perhaps provide that by way of an undertaking?   13 

U/T MS. WHITFORD:  Yes, we could seek to undertake that.5914 

As noted in response to UT# 5, the Corporation sought clarification from the GNWT and 15 
was advised that if the PUB required clarification, “the PUB should request clarification 16 
directly from the Minister responsible for the PUB.”6017 

In the Corporation’s view, the proposed rate design set forth in its Phase II Application 18 
complies with the 2017 Policy Direction and strikes a reasonable balance between moving 19 
customer classes toward the target RCC zones and the rate design principle of gradualism in 20 
rate changes.  On that basis, the Corporation believes its 2017/18 and 2018/19 rate proposals 21 
as set out at Schedules 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 of the Phase II Application should be approved.22 

In the event the Board approves revised rates for 2017/18, the Corporation requests that such 23 
rates be approved on a go forward basis and that the 2017/18 interim rates approved in Decision 24 
4-2017 be made final for the period from April 1, 2017 until the date of implementation for any 25 
new 2017/18 rates. 26 

6. Terms and Conditions of Service 27 

Although the revised Terms and Conditions of Service were originally included in the Phase I 28 
Application, during the oral proceeding NTPC deferred the matter to the Phase II proceeding.  29 
Accordingly we will deal with this matter herein.    30 

The Corporation initially provided a blacklined copy of its Terms and Conditions of Service at 31 
Appendix H of its Phase I Application.  In between the filing of the Phase I Application and the 32 
hearing of the proceeding, the Corporation obtained approval for interruptible heat rates from the 33 
Board.  That resulted in revisions to the then current Terms and Conditions of Service, which 34 
changes were approved by the PUB in Decision 7-2016.  As a result, the blackline version 35 

59 Transcripts, Vol. II, p. 86, line 7 to line 88, line 7. 
60 Ex. 25, UT #5, pdf 6. 
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attached at Appendix H of the Phase I application was no longer the current blackline version.  1 
Accordingly, with the consent of the Panel, NTPC prepared a new blackline which was marked 2 
as Exhibit 74 during the Phase I proceeding.613 

The Terms and Conditions of Service reflect a number of housekeeping and clean up matters.  A 4 
brief description of the basis for each of the changes in the Terms and Conditions was provided 5 
by the Corporation in the reply to YK/HR.NTPC-14 in Phase I:  6 

• Section 2.18(a) Government customers are not exclusively General Service. 7 

• Section 2.21 Industrial Customers are not exclusively Government. 8 

• Section 2.29 Streetlights are not exclusively installed on wood poles nor serviced by 9 
overhead wiring. 10 

• Section 3.6(k) Municipal Government Customers are not limited to Thermal zone. 11 
Clarification that demand charges are applied to Net Metering accounts where applicable. 12 

• Section 4.5(h) This is to protect property owners from having unauthorized occupants on 13 
their premises. 14 

• Section 4.5(i) This protects customers from having their power improperly disconnected. 15 

• Section 5.2(b) After hours reconnection will be performed at a standard rate in Schedule 16 
“C”. 17 

• Section 5.8 (a) This proof of history will no longer be accepted. 18 

• Section 5.8 This expands payment types to all types and is not limited to cheques. 19 

• Section 5.9 Changing the interest rate adjustment to quarterly. 20 

• Section 6.4 Clarifying that requests be submitted to the Corporation. 21 

• Section 7.1 Clarifying that requests be submitted to the Corporation. 22 

• Section 9.10 Include the upgrade of service to this section.6223 

No interveners opposed NTPC’s proposed revisions to the Terms and Conditions of Service and 24 
accordingly, NTPC asks that the Board approve the revised Terms and Conditions of Service as 25 
set out in Exhibit 74 of the Phase I record.   26 

61 Transcripts Vol. III, Phase I, p. 459, l. 2 to p. 460, l. 2. 
62 Phase I, Ex. 11, NTPC Undertaking Responses, YK.HR-NTPC.14, pdf p. 440.  
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7. Other Matters 1 

(a) Existing Interruptible Rate Contracts  2 

In Decision 7-2016, the Board recognized that NTPC had a number of existing interruptible rate 3 
contracts with customers.  NTPC was directed to present a plan at its Phase II Application to 4 
transition those rate contracts to regulated interruptible service in compliance with Decision 7-5 
2016.636 

NTPC currently has two power sales agreements (the “Agreements”) in place with existing 7 
interruptible customers.  NTPC is not in a position to terminate those Agreements in the present 8 
circumstances and further where the terms of the agreements conflict with NTPC’s prevailing 9 
terms and conditions and applicable rates and tariffs, the Agreements govern.  In accordance 10 
with the Agreements, the customers are entitled to a discounted service rate for the period of 11 
time during which the customer recovers its capital investment.  Following recovery of the 12 
capital investment, the rate is determined on a formula.  While the formula takes into account 13 
many of the same factors as the PUB approved interruptible rate, the rate is nonetheless currently 14 
lower.  Two customers have not yet recovered their capital investment.   15 

NTPC has created a transition plan that provides rate stability for customers while still honoring 16 
NTPC’s contractual obligations.  With respect to its Government customers, NTPC proposes to 17 
move those customers to the PUB approved current interruptible rate over a period of 24 months 18 
commencing April 1, 2017.  Where the customers have recovered their capital investment, the 19 
rate currently being paid will be increased 2.5% every six months commencing April 1, 2018 20 
until the customer is paying the same rate as the Board approved rate.   21 

NTPC also expects the transition will take 24 months for the Non-government customer 22 
presently paying the discounted rate.  That customer is expected to have recouped its capital 23 
investment by December 21, 2017.  This customer’s rate will be also increase 2.5% every six 24 
months commencing April 1, 2019 until the customer reaches the PUB approved rate.  For the 25 
Government customer still recovering its capital investment the rate increase will be transitioned 26 
in the same way immediately after the customer has recovered its capital investment, currently 27 
expected to be May 2020.6428 

NTPC believes this is an appropriate transition plan reflecting sufficient time to allow the 29 
customers to prepare for the increased rates, honoring the contractual obligations made by the 30 
Corporation to these customers, and still achieving the ultimate objective of all interruptible 31 
customers paying the PUB approved interruptible rate.  No intervener objected to NTPC’s 32 
transition plan for these customers.  NTPC requests that the Board approve the transition plan as 33 
reasonable and appropriate in the circumstances.  34 

8. Conclusion 35 

This Argument sets out the reasons and support for the Corporation’s 2016/17, 2017/18 and 36 
2018/19 Phase II GRA, including the rate proposals and rate design.  The Corporation’s COS 37 

63 Directive 193 from Decision 7-2016. 
64 Ex. 1, Application, p. 4-23 to 4-24, pdf pp. 73-74. 
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study was prepared reflecting all applicable Board directives issued to NTPC in the Board’s past 1 
decisions and the approved approach set out in Decision 5-95.  The rate design and rate 2 
proposals are reasonable and reflective of the GNWT’s 2017 Policy Direction and move rates 3 
closer to the RCC ratio targets at the zone and customer class level.   4 

NTPC submits that its rate proposals strike a reasonable balance between moving customer 5 
classes toward the target RCC ones and the rate design principle of gradualism in rate changes.  6 
Accordingly, NTPC respectfully requests that the Board approve the Corporation’s 2016/19 7 
Phase II Application and grant the requested relief set out in section 1(a) above. 8 

9 
ALL OF WHICH is respectfully submitted this 21st day of August, 2017. 10 

Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 11 
Counsel for the Northwest Territories 12 
Power Corporation 13 

14 
“Original Signed by Karen Salmon”  15 
Karen A. Salmon 16 


